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TECHNICAL RIDER
SIGNS, BANNERS, ETC

Purchaser agrees that there will be no signs, placards, banners or other commercial advertising on or near

from any appearance of complicity with the sponsor or its product unless otherwise agreed to in writing prior
to the show being put on sale.

roof must be large enough to protect all parts of the stage. Purchaser shall have an adequate number of tarps
or supply Visqueen to cover all stage equipment in the event of inclement weather.

A. Artist requires a minimum of (2) hours for sound check.
B. Security must clear all non-essential people from seating/backstage area in such a manner as to

completed and Artist are out of visual contact.

A. Purchaser must provide adequate security within the backstage area. Purchaser agrees to accept full

This includes equipment belonging to contractors working or indirectly for Artist.
B. In order that Artist may present this act to the best of his ability, it is expressly understood that no
person(s) be allowed on stage during Artist’s performance, except those persons directly connected

with the performance of the show. Artist reserves the right to ask any person not directly connected
to the show (as hereafter mentioned) to leave the stage area immediately and Purchaser will arrange

for such request to be complied with immediately.
C. Barricade-One (1) non-uniformed security guards to be stationed in barricade in front of the stage.

D. Owner must meet with Security Director one (1) hour prior to opening of doors.
E. On engagements where two (2) or more nights are performances , Purchaser agrees to provide

overnight security. The purchaser will take responsibility for, an out of his own pocket, payments for
any and all equipment that may be missing due to theft, malicious damage or acts of God, out of his

own pocket, insurance coverage to the value of the equipment left on the premises overnight

the stage during the entire performance; nor shall the Artist’s appearance be sponsored (or in any other way
tied to) any commercial product or company without the prior writen consent the Artist. Further, it is

understood that general sponsorships may be in place with either the venue or the Purchaser’s concert series.
While such sponsorships are common, Purchaser must take care to adequately distance the Artist

All outdoor stages must have protective, covered roof, strong enough to withstand the most
severe weather possible. The roof structure shall also be capable of holding lights, down from its trusses. The

C. Under no circumstances shall the audience be admitted inside the venue until sound check is

Artist will need backline gear for shows outside of Tri-State Area(NY,NJ,PA,CT). See Stage Plot.

responsibility for security of all equipment and personnel connected with the CRYSTAL SHIP Show.


